BEHAVIOR MATRIX FOR REMOTE LEARNING
Crossroads FLEX Courses, Support Sessions, and NC Virtual Courses

Responsible

-

-

Integrity

-

Self-Motivation

-

Engagement

-

SYNCHRONOUS:

ASYNCHRONOUS:

“Live” Whole Group Online Class & Support
Sessions

Independent Online Work

Login to class session on time
Have all required class materials available
Maintain a productive remote learning
environment, including appropriate attire and
focused workspace
Communicate absences (including pursuit
absences) to your teachers
Follow teacher protocols for camera and
microphone usage

-

Submit work that reflects your thinking and your
understanding of coursework
Use chat feature to communicate with your
teacher (ask or answer questions)
Use respectful body language and facial
expressions
Honor “one voice”: taking turns to comment and
practicing active listening
Seek permission from the teacher before sharing
collaborative work with a classmate

-

Ask for clarification and assistance
Try your best at all times, and persevere through
challenges
Support classmates and be open to their
opinions

-

Remain focused and attentive
Actively participate and ask questions
Stay on task in collaborative groups and include
classmates in the discussion
Submit your best work on all assignments
Demonstrate growth and reflection by adding
artifacts to your digital portfolio.

-

-

-

-

-

Technology Use

Complete assignments for each class daily
and in the sequence assigned by the teacher
Submit assignments and assessments by the
due date
Communicate absences (including pursuit
absences) to your teachers

-

Submit work that reflects your thinking and
your understanding of coursework
Use teacher approved technology resources,
and ask before using math computation or
language translator sites

-

Ask for clarification and assistance
Try your best at all times and persevere
through challenges
Utilize a time-management strategy to stay
on pace with assignment due dates

-

Remain focused and attentive
Actively participate and ask questions
Spend at least 60 minutes per day engaged
in each course
Demonstrate growth and reflection by
adding artifacts to your digital portfolio.

-

-

-

-

-

Fully charge your laptop each day
Regularly save your academic work
Value school property, and keep your
laptop and charger safe
Keep food and drink away from your
laptop

Keep logins, passwords and personal
information private
Always cite the source for researched
information and images
Use school laptops for academic work
only

Report technology issues immediately
to teacher and/or the WCPSS
Student/Parent Help Desk
Help peers who might need
technology assistance
Check your WCPSS school email twice
a day
Check Canvas announcements and
calendar daily

